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made to more precisely measure materials read in K-2 classrooms.

Designing a neck line for your full beard More full beards are ruined by bad neck lines than just about any
other beard-growing error. Learn how to define a neck line that makes your beard look its best. Designing a
great neck line for your new full beard is something of an art. There is no single correct method for defining
the neck line, but these guidelines should help you achieve a good result. They should also help you avoid bad
results. Your objective should be to create a neck line that defines the beard in a smooth shape that is pleasing
to the eye. Why bother with defining a neck line? While you certainly may avoid defining a neck line and
letting it all grow out naturally, most men find the resulting look appears too unkempt or scruffy. Defining a
proper neck line will tidy up the look of the beard immensely. Avoid making the most common mistake when
defining a neck line Do not make the mistake of defining the neck line too high! One reader commented that
neck lines defined too high, as suggested by the red line in this illustration, give a clown-like appearance. In
most cases, however, it just gives the beard an unflattering appearance. Unfortunately, the error seems to
propagate when new beard growers see someone with a too-high neck line and they emulate it, thinking that
this must be the way it should be done. Scroll down and read on. Steps for designing a proper neck line for
your full beard Individuals vary and these guidelines may have to be adapted to your individual situation. For
example, if the boundary between your neck and chin is rather undefined, choose an appropriate point between
the two. Just be sure not to set the point too high. In the example illustrated below, the existing neck line is
perfectly good. The steps, however, will illustrate the concepts for designing a proper neckline and will show a
different suggested neck line. Visualize a line from ear to ear. Visualize a line that gently curves from the back
of one ear, down to the top of the neck below the jaw, and back up to the back of the opposite ear. Visualize a
line extending down from the back of the sideburns. Extend the line formed by the back edge of the sideburns
down to where it intersects with the ear-to-ear line from step 1. Round off the intersection. Round off the
intersection of the lines from steps 1 and 2. In rounding off the intersection, you may choose to extend the
rounding back below the ear a bit. Round the intersection off to achieve a smooth shape that pleases you. The
resulting suggested neck line: The steps above result in creating the suggested neck line illustrated here in
green. Trim your beard to match the shape of the newly-defined neck line. You may adjust these steps to suit
your own preferences, perhaps creating a more angular line or a lower neck line. The main point is to create a
smooth, pleasing shape and avoid the mistake of defining the neck line too high.
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Ugh, so not Miss Bedhead. Hairstyles All your hair needs is a bit of a reboot with some near effortless styling
that results in an equally effortless look. These 20 hair hacks make messy look SO pretty that you might just
convince your pals that you woke up like dis. What really makes this style special are the loose layer of hair
curled to crimpy perfection. Tight crown braids, meet your lazy match. Simply Dutch braid both sides of your
center-parted hair to achieve this ultra dreamy look. First, there were hair bows. Now get ready for a hair
headband made out of tiny twisted buns. A center part never looked so chic! This pretty messy masterpiece is
perfection from pomp to twisted pony. This chignon is as easy as twist and tuck! Long bangs are iconic as far
as pretty messy hairstyles go, and now you can try the look even without fringe! Just pull your hair up into a
high pony, fan your ends toward your face, and cinch with a silky scarf. Messy Wrap Bun for Long Hair: Pull
your hair into a flip bun first, then read on for the rest. How about this for pretty rebellion: Ease back into this
hair routine by teasing your hair before you sweep it to the side. This might be the most easy-glam hair hack
of all: We know, it looks SO elegant, right? Beachy Waves That Actually Stay: The trick to long-lasting
beachy curls? Then you must be a dry shampoo advocate. The easy-to-make powder soaks up excess oil from
your scalp and leaves your hair looking super healthy. Now THIS is the look to own this spring wedding
season. The Two Minute Tuck: Only have two minutes in the morning? Tease, roll, tuck and pin â€” then grab
your coffee and go, girl! Forget pretty messy, this teased ponytail is freaking fierce! Crisscross your hair over
the rest so that the end look which is secured with an elastic tie appears completely effortless. This blogger
uses yarn here â€” though you can use ribbon or lace too â€” just weave it into your pony before you twist it
up. Which tutorials were your fave? Tell us in the comments below.
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Hed have got all messed up and youd have been downright disappointed. I was playing with the children in the garden
and messed up my hair. I never thought it could be so welcome, even all messed up with fog as it is.

Hermione, also as per canon, though it gets a little more manageable with time. Described as "curly-ass,
dishwater-blonde Danny-Sexbang-esque hair, except with more grease". Word of God says this is because he
thinks "cool hair should never look combed". Her hair is not a reflection of her sanity or her quirkiness, but
rather a consequence of her preferring more physical activities over traditional feminine traits such as taking
care of her appearance. Flint Lockwood of Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs has wild hair that he has to
struggle to get to lie down flat. Wybie and his Other World doppleganger both have Messy Hair. Icarus from
Hercules has spiked hair that is assumed to have been fried when he flew too close to the sun along with a few
brain cells. Wanderer from Leafie, a Hen into the Wild has long, messy feathers on his head that emphasise his
mysteriousness. His neighbor tries to adjust it, but he brusques her off. The killer in The Final Terror has such
long and messy hair that it works as an effective camouflage. Apparently, combs are not regular Ranger
equipment. In WarCraft , Garona has a flurry of curls much like the page image, but bigger and likely
impossible to comb. Days of Future Past: On the rare occasions she manages to get it to stay still long enough
to style it, she can actually feel it messing itself up again almost immediately. In later books, however, her hair
manages itself. In The Dresden Files , the titular wizard Harry Dresden has hair that remains perpetually
unable to be properly shaped. His aunt at one point cut it embarrassingly short but it had grown back by the
morning. Hermione, meanwhile, has frizzy, bushy hair which she finds too much trouble to tame except on
special occasions. By the fourth film she also became rather blonde. Luna, resident Cloudcuckoolander , has
"scraggly" hair. Door of Neverwhere had tangled hair at first, as part of her general grimy and ragged
appearance, but fixed that when she had a chance to bathe properly. Mike Donovan from I, Robot is always
described as having perpetually messy hair that rejects all attempts to tame it. It goes with his Fiery Redhead
personality. In Newsflesh , Georgia describes her curly hair as "comes in two settings: I prefer the short
version. She dislikes the blonde streaks created by the bleach used in the standard Decontamination Shower
she has to go through regularly. In The Goblin Emperor , Cala wears his hair in a messy braid. Kinkfur from
Warrior Cats is named because of his permanently kinky fur. Sunshine from Survivor Dogs has messy, matted
fur for no fault of her own.
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A messy style looks great on any length and type of hair â€” short or long, straight or curly, thick and flexible
or fine and wispy. With the right approach you can create so many gorgeous and versatile looks with messy
hair. Let some of them be stylish and extravagant, while others can remain on a more romantic side. Here are
38 ideas of envy-worthy hairstyles with messed up locks for short, medium-length and long hair. How to
Create Messy Locks? Well, messy hair often looks like an absolutely natural style but we know that certain
manipulations do stand behind these perfectly imperfect looks. Normally for medium-length and long hair
they include the following. Blow-drying and running your fingers through hair without combing. Upside down
blowdrying or blowdrying in the opposite direction to the hair growth for added volume and layer
enhancement. Haphazard curling for some locks with a flat iron. A few final minutes of blowdry to fix the
effect and a bit of hair spray as the last touch for the extra hold. Best Messy Hairstyles If your hair is short, a
cute chaos can be easily organized with some wax or light pomade. Apply the product to wet hair and blow
dry, pulling separate sections in different directions. Add a little bit more wax to the ends for a more distinct
look. Here are some cute ideas to embrace. Short and Layered Source Of course, short messy hairstyles are
lovely too. For women, layered hair that is shoulder length will look feminine without being a huge
maintenance hassle. Formal Messy Hair While many messy styles are designed for casual wear, there are also
some formal styles for women that will look gorgeous on your prom or wedding day pictures. Messy buns can
be further formalized with the addition of a hair embellishment or flowers. Youthful Updo A quick and easy
updo that is often seen on young women is a side chignon with plenty of strands flying free around. If your
hair is highlighted, this wrapped, pulled back style will really bring out all its beautiful colors. Messy French
Twist for Ombre Hair As traditional as formal affairs themselves, this classic chignon is a glamorous favorite
updated as a messy updo. Whether you choose to French twist your hair or simply finger comb and secure
with a clip, this hairstyle will work for all long haired girls. Triple Knot Keep hair looking beautiful with a
sexy updo that really can be qualified as a lazy hairstyle. Some hairs remain out of place while others are a bit
askew. Nonetheless, the end result is stunning. Simply plait the front of the hair and pull the rest of the hair
into a side bun. Criss-Crossed Messy Hair Take your updo game up a knotch by overlapping that textured,
messy hair into a fabulous formal shape. This hair style takes any look to the next level seamlessly. The updo
is perfect for shoulder-length hair which can be hard to style at times. Twisted, Wavy and Messy Get romantic
by rocking a half-updo with twists and turns that are intricate and lovely. Make sure your hair is curled into
beach waves before twisting two sections from opposite sides of the head and joining them in the back. Messy
Blue and Purple Plait Show off that gorgeous mermaid-like hair color by flipping it into multiple topsy-tails
that are full and tousled. Your hair will look voluminous and vibrant. Try one of many plaited messy
hairstyles. You can achieve this by curling your hair with a large curling wand! Just flip your curled hair
upside down and then style as needed. Cotton Candy Messy Braids If you just got your hair colored with
magical shades like pink or blue, you have to show them off right! Try two messy pigtail plaits on for size.
Just French braid the back of the head starting at the nape , until you hit the crown, then throw the style into a
high pony. Braid the pony into a fishtail and secure with an elastic band. Tug at the pony braid to make it
fuller and messier. Long and Messy Half Bun Sleep through your alarm? Put that bedhead look to good use by
throwing it into a half-bun hairstyle. The messier the better! Topsy-Turvy Messy Hair Remember the
topsy-tail hairstyle of your childhood? Metallic, messy hairstyles are fabulous when worn in twisted, knotted
ways. Try styling it into a low pony â€¦ with a twist. When wrapping the elastic around your hair, stop the hair
from going all the way through on the third time around. Then, pull a piece of hair out and wrap it around the
base of the pony. This look is especially chic on straight hair. Plaited and Bunned Messy Hair The messy look
never looked messier â€” or hotter! In addition to a chic, trendy half bun, a randomly placed braid is the
perfect way show off your beautiful, boho waves. Try a formal, undone updo that features two wraparound
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braids and some loose, curled locks. Bobbed and Messy Hair Tousled, layered long bobs which are
medium-length bobs are low in maintenance but high in chicness. All you need is a bit of texturizing spray or
powder, and you are good to go. Chin-Length Messy Bob Nothing is hotter than short messy hairstyles! Take
a page from your favorite celebs and try a messy, cute, chin-length bob. Simply curl your hair with a
straightener, leaving the ends untouched, then fluff up the hair and break up the curls with your fingers.
Ponytail with a Twist Messy hair is the right texture for a modern casual ponytail. This one is made a bit more
grown up with a twisted piece held in place with a hairpin, effectively concealing the hair elastic. If your hair
is highlighted or layered, then you can make it look even more fun. Messy Low Chignon A low, undone side
bun is messy hair at its finest. This look is about as classic as they come and looks amazing with everything
from a formal gown to a sleek pant suit. This laid back fishtail braid is made more beautiful by being faded out
of a top twist and styled to the side. Braids and Twists Combined The epitome of cute and messy styles comes
in the form of combined hair elements. For this look, a French braid is paired with twists and a messy low
pony. One total fashion perk for women with long hair? Being able to dress hair up in a bunch of different
ways, but sometimes not having to settle on a single style at once. This sexy hair look is the epitome of lazy
hairstyles. Messy hair is made gorgeous simply by pulling the top layer into a half up bun. Messy buns are
ever popular and work well in a variety of hair types. While there are some days when you will need to dress
up your tresses, too many of us forget about the beauty that comes from messy waves and sloppy straightness.
But when you need a messy ponytail that really takes the cake, check out this idea with its twists and volume.
If you have long hair and are seeking a change, try this Mohawk-inspired style on for size. Make a low loose
knot leaving some extra strands from the top layer of your hair to cover its base. Bring those strands to the
centre and pin in place to cover the elastic, securing your knot. Formal Style This low, formal updo hairstyle
includes some choppy layers that frame the face. Messy hairstyles are best when they are versatile, and you
can definitely wear this one to either a formal or casual occasion. Spiky yet Feminine This style can be worn
as a long layered bob brushed back if you have shorter hair or as a low loose updo for long locks. Two toned
hair looks amazing in this style, and so does the chunky fishtail, messily incorporated into the side. Thin Hair
Beauty Fine, straight hair can often wage war against messy hairstyles. If you have thin hair, try securing it in
this French braid-inspired updo that still leaves room for flyaways down the back and sides. Fishtail Half
Updo This half up half down style with a fishtail headband is suitable for all hair types. Not so great at fishtail
braids? They can certainly be tricky, but fortunately for this hairdo, messy is welcome. Fauxhawk Knots A
single knot might look a bit too casual and even banal these days, but two knots are a whole new story. Pull
your shoulder length hair into two large knots at the back of the head for this easy updo that is inspired by the
more formal top knot. Source Getting every hair in its place can be pretty boring especially when you strive to
avoid morning rush. Thanks God, nonchalant chic is not going to be out of fashion in the near future, so why
not to incorporate a few of these great messy styles into your chic spring and summer looks? Prev1 of 38
Next.
5: 38 Perfectly Imperfect Messy Hairstyles for All Lengths
WorldCat is the world's largest library catalog, helping you find library materials www.enganchecubano.com more
â€ºâ€º.

6: 3 Ways to Achieve a Messy Hair Effect - wikiHow
Synonyms for messed-up at www.enganchecubano.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find
descriptive alternatives for messed-up.

7: Scruffy Puppies in Chickasha, OK
i find that if you use manipulater on your hair only a little bit and you run it through your hair quickly and wave your hand
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then you will get the scruffy look.

8: 4 Ways to Make a Messy Bun - wikiHow
How to achieve a quick and easy "Messy Bun" This was really highly requested Click thumbs up if it was helpful What
I'm wearing: Top - Next Where to find me.

9: Most Popular Messy Hairstyles
Here are 38 ideas of envy-worthy hairstyles with messed up locks for short, medium-length and long hair. How to Create
Messy Locks? "Maybe they simply stopped combing their hair?", someone may think, contemplating some of the
trendiest messy 'dos at the biggest fashion shows.
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